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Season after season, this is our #1 bestselling Page-A-Day calendar. The calendar that for over

thirty years has given cat lovers their daily feline fixÃ¢â‚¬â€•and continues to keep them coming

back for more. Here they are: the sweet, mischievous, and irresistible winners of the 2016 Cat

Calendar Contest. A striped tabby posing against a backdrop of yellow fall leaves. A handsome rag

doll with piercing blue eyes. A litter of kittens rescued from a state park. Plus a regal pair of Oriental

Shorthairs. Each photograph captures its subjectÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attitude and distinctive beauty in lively

full color.
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books,

since 1968. From our What to ExpectÃ‚Â® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÃ‚Â®

Calendars to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You DieÃ‚Â® and Brain QuestÃ‚Â®

children&#39;s products, our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire,

educate, and entertain readers around the globe.

365 Cats Page A Day is a lifeline between my best friend in London and her mother who lives in

South Florida. Each day her mother texts a picture of the cat of the day to her daughter to signal to

her daughter that' she is OK. On the occasion 2-years ago when a picture was not sent the building

condo management were alerted and they found my friends mother in ill health. Truly 365 Cats



Page A Day brings great joy and is an international safety checker!

Buy these every year for at least 18 years. Pictures are always so cute and enjoy stories about the

cats. Have actually called people close to my home when there cat has been featured. They were

thrilled and I got to hear all about their special "kitty"!!

I get this calendar every Christmas for my elderly cat lady mother, and she LOVES it. She cannot

wait to see what tomorrow's cat of the day is going to look like, and has to bore the pee out of me

every time I go to her house, by showing me all the past cats of the day. She was recently

hospitalized for a little over a month, so I took her calendar to her so she could keep track of the

days and continue to see the cats of the day. This is a gift to the cat lover that keeps giving all year.

I buy this calendar almost every year. Sometimes I try a different one, but I always end up coming

back to this one. Love the pictures and the information on each of the pages! When the day is done

I have a piece of paper I can write notes and lists on. Yes I still write notes instead of putting the info

in my phone. :-)

I've been getting this calendar for my desk at work for over 25 years. I've had three different jobs in

that time, but only one cat calendar that I return to year after year.What makes it so special is that

these aren't bland professional photographs, but instead are taken by average folks of their own

beloved kitties, often accompanied by affectionate, humorous blurbs about their cat's background

and personality (or should I say PURR-sonality?). The love for these little guys shines through on

every page.Plus it's always fun to flip through and see how many cats from my home state

(Connecticut) made it in.Other page a day kitty calendars may come and go, but 365 Cats is the

classic and irreplaceable. The gift that keeps on giving and truly a joy.

I get this calendar every year - since no one buys it for me (super easy gift idea) I buy it for myself.

Comes with "digital copy" so I can chose another page a day calendar - they've really limited

selection on digital calendars so I either get Bad Cat or Places to See...

My mom asks for one of these calendars EVERY year for Christmas. It is so much cheaper here on

! Each page has a different cat, and a little story about that cat. The backs of the pages are blank,

and when the day is over, my mom keeps them and uses them to write notes on so they don't



completely go to waste!

Order this calendar yearly for myself and my sister, as we are both cat people. My sister taught

grade school for forty years and each year her students were thrilled when it was their turn to

receive the daily cat picture.
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